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surprisingly good condition for a building of its age. (Though, of course, a
quite a lot of the building has been modified, to the extent that it has

ceased to resemble the original design, especially if you peer beneath the
present use of the building – a mixture of debates and timetables, and the
casual use of the upstairs as the Westminster parliamentary square. It is
not an entirely pleasant mix). Unsurprisingly, the room is a popular haunt
for members of the Lords when they have free time, so the camera should
have found much of the chamber empty. In fact, it’s packed full. One busy,

competing image shows the room busy, but lacking any empty chairs.
That’s when you realise that plenty of the Lords – not just the most

influential, senior members – will be present, taking their turn at holding
the government to account. It’s not unusual for Lords to show up even

during Prime Minister’s Questions. … when you miss it. In fact, your
presenter notes that the cap is upon the Lords, but the camera catches a

close up of a group
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